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Yeah, We Totally Rocked It!
 

     We're proud to announce that Rock the Vote 2014 attracted 60 candidates and over
500 YPs! In addition, 54 individuals registered to vote and more than 120 received
information on their voting districts.
     "This was the best Rock the Vote event we've hosted since we started the event in
2008, both in terms of participation numbers and feedback from candidates and attendees
about engagement at the event. We've figured out the formula for a great recurring event,
so the challenge will be expanding and improving on it in coming years," said Tracy
Doughty, Rock the Vote Chair. 
     Chris Hanback, YP Chair added, "This is our YPs' signature event, and we couldn't be
happier with the phenomenal support we received in the community this year. Our first
year working with these sponsors proved to enhance the event, and allowed us to cast a
wider net and reach a more diverse set of YPs who may not have considered getting
involved in local politics."
     A full set of photos from the event is available on our Facebook page here.  
 

Presenting Sponsor Door Prize & In-Kind
Sponsors

https://www.facebook.com/huntsvillecommitteeof100


Game On, Voters!

     No company in Huntsville exudes
awesomeness more than Curse, so we
were thrilled when we learned that they
wanted to partner with us in presenting
Rock the Vote this year. Because this
was our first year allowing sponsors for
Rock the Vote, we were concerned with
making sure we found the right partners
to attract the biggest, most diverse YP
crowd yet. Curse, the gaming company
that relocated its headquarters from San
Francisco to downtown Huntsville last
year, fit the bill perfectly. Curse's online
gaming-information properties attract
more than 30 million unique visitors a
month, and the company runs a virtual
empire of gaming sites that empower
users with the tools and expertise they
need to take their gaming to the next
level. If you haven't checked out Curse,
you can learn how to Enjoy the
Game here.

Supporting Sponsors

Co-Rockers

     Venturi, an aerospace company,
cares enough about political involvement
and civic engagement that they created
a free app, Alabama RepFinder, for
Alabama voters to locate their state

http://www.curse.com/about


legislators. The app works on iOS and
Android devices. You can click here for
more information about Venturi.
     AT&T continues its investment in
communications infrastructure in the
Huntsville area and actively promotes its
"It Can Wait" anti-texting and driving
campaign throughout North Alabama.
Not only did AT&T commit to Rock the
Vote through a supporting sponsorship,
but they also provided wireless internet
access for the event. Visit AT&T's
website to learn more about the
company's community service goals. 
     The Huntsville Hospital System is the
leading non-governmental employer in
the Huntsville area, and its growing
number of facilities provide medical care
across our region. Its commitment to
economic development and our citizens'
quality of life is evident in its support of
numerous community organizations. Click
here for more information on Huntsville
Hospital. 
 

We'd like to send a HUGE
THANK YOU to Mark Craig
for donating his time and
talent to Rock the Vote for
the 4th time! 

Rock the Vote 2014
Planning Committee

 
Tracy Doughty, RTV Chair
Bree Wilbourn, RTV Co-Chair
Brent Beal, Food
Robert Davis, Candidates
Emily Elam, Beer & Wine
Elizabeth Fleming, Publicity/Advertising
Jonathan Frazier, Publicity/Advertising
Chris Hanback, YP Chair & Sponsorships
Jason Landers, Sponsorships
Cal Langford, Voter Registration/Voting
Districts
Bo Rivera, Food
Joan Smith, Volunteer Coordination
Corrie Spearing, Decorations
Matthew Stegherr, Voter
Registration/Voting Districts
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